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GROUP NEWS  

CALLING ALL MEMBERS!  
 
We need your URGENT HELP to stop the cull coming to Berkshire! 
 

Over past weeks, you will have seen encouraging headlines such as 
‘The Cull to End after 2022’.  However, on deeper inspection, this 
proved to mean that Defra only plan for 2022 to be the last year for new 
4 year cull licenses to be issued, leaving culling with us in the UK until 
at least 2025! 
 

…and then on 8 February, we were further saddened to learn that a Defra Consultation 
was indicating that Berkshire’s badgers may well be in the firing line this Autumn after 
farmers and landowners in the county have applied for new cull licences. 
 

The short deadline to respond to this Consultation was 21 February and, as well as 
submitting the Group’s response, we were very heartened by how many of our members 
‘leapt into action’.   

 
NOW WE NEED YOUR HELP AGAIN with a further Defra Consultation on future 
bTB policy. 
 

You can read Defra’s Statement and the Badger Trust’s initial response on Pages 5 
and 6, but, sadly, the Trust are certain that the details in the new consultation will still 
mean the continued mass killing of badgers. 
 

The Trust will be shortly issuing guidance on how Groups and their members might wish to 
respond to this Consultation on future bTB policy.  We will be emailing all our members 
when this is received, so keep watching your Inboxes!  In the meantime, see Page 7 
to read why our Group believes culling is wrong.  
 

Here is the link to this latest Defra Consultation:   https://consult.defra.gov.uk/bovine-tb-
2020/eradication-of-btb-england .  The deadline for responses is 24 MARCH 2021 
 

It’s vital that as many of us as possible take part in this Consultation.   
 

Our beautiful brocks are counting on you! 

  
As we start a new year, still currently with 
many restrictions and uncertainties, we 
hope, like us, you’re continuing to find the 
therapeutic benefit nature can make to our 
lives.  There is a wealth of information on 
our Group Website and lots of on-going 
badger news on our Facebook page. 
 

We are hoping we’ll soon be able to 
resume our Group Survey Sessions – 
keep watching your emails!   
 

Stay safe and we look forward to meeting 
up again soon.  

https://consult.defra.gov.uk/bovine-tb-2020/eradication-of-btb-england
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/bovine-tb-2020/eradication-of-btb-england
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Membership renewal for April 2021 – March 2022 Judith 

The time has arrived again to renew your membership of our Group – 
please continue to support our activities.  The ongoing bovine TB 
debate, habitat loss due to housebuilding and the fight against wildlife 
crime, mean your support is again vital. 
 

Your renewal form is enclosed.  However, if you have asked for 
this newsletter to be emailed to you, your form will be in the post. 
 

• Please check that your details are correct, particularly post codes and phone  
numbers and add any changes in the box next to the entry. 
 

• Email addresses are very helpful so we can let you know what is going on; no  
personal details are shared with anyone else. 
 

• Core Group Communications – please carefully read the ‘Opt In’/’Opt Out’  
statements, just above your signature on the form and tick the appropriate box. 
(We hope you will choose to continue hearing from us regarding badgers and other 
wildlife-related issues, including our newsletters.) 
 

• Newsletter options- you can now indicate on the form if you would prefer to  
receive your quarterly newsletter by email, by ticking the appropriate box.   
(Of course, this will greatly save on the ever increasing cost of printing and postage!) 
 

• Membership rates - the annual Membership rates are £6 per adult and £2 per  
child (under 18).  Please remember that from this fee we normally pay a levy of £2 per 
head to the Badger Trust to support its valuable work.  (For this challenging year, the 
Trust have reduced the levy to £1 per head.)  The membership fee doesn’t cover our 
costs, so we (and the badgers!) continue to be very grateful to those able to add a 
donation to their fees.  Please indicate where you are able to Gift Aid any donation to the 
Group by ticking the box. 
 

• How can you help? - You will also see a section asking for details of how you can  
help - you are sure to find something that interests you, but more ideas are always 
welcome!  Please get in touch today with your ideas, or comments on current issues – 
contact details are all listed on the back page of this newsletter. 
 

Please then return your form to us as soon as possible, either by post 
or scanned and emailed to:  membership@binfieldbadgers.org.uk 
 

• Payments - there are 3 ways to pay.  (1) you can return a cheque (made payable  
to ‘Binfield Badger Group’) along with your membership form - our address is given on the 
form;  (2) you can pay by BACS - our bank details are given in the ‘Join Us’ section on our 
website;  (3) you can pay via Paypal - please use the ‘Donate’ button in the ‘Join Us’ 
section on the website.  (Paypal charge us fees so more of your money goes to 
badgers if you use BACS!) 
 

(If paying by BACS or Paypal, please still remember to return the form to us,  
It would help if you mark the form “paid via website”, or “paid via BACS” please.) 
 

If you know of anyone who would like to become a member, they can go to 
the ‘Join Us’ page on our web site:  
http://www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk/join-us, where the whole application 
process can be done quickly and securely.  

http://www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk/join-us
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BERKSHIRE'S BADGERS IN THE FIRING LINE?  

On 8 February, the Group was alarmed and saddened to learn that 
Defra had put out a Consultation, indicating that Berkshire’s badgers 
may well be in the firing line this Autumn - farmers and landowners in 
the county have put in applications for cull licences..  Having avoided the 
cull for the past 4 years, this has to be a very real threat. 
 

The badger cull has appeared in the news a lot over the past weeks and you would be 
forgiven for being unclear as to whether it’s good news or bad news.  Headlines such as  
’The Cull to End after 2022’ sounded promising but proved to be misleading –  
details revealed that the Government were only consulting on plans to make 2022 the last 
year for new 4 year licences to be issued - leaving culling with us until at least 2025! 
 

We, therefore, urgently emailed all our members, asking that as many of you as possible 
help our Berkshire badgers by completing Defra's consultation, commenting on how the 
cull will impact negatively on your daily life, livelihood etc.  Numbers count and we are very 
grateful to hear that many of you have responded by the 21 February deadline, showing 
the Government the high level of protest against culling badgers in Berkshire. 

 

BADGER CULL – THE HIGHEST KILL FIGURES YET - Badger Trust - 28/1/2021 

Badger Trust have expressed horror and outrage as a further 38,642 badger deaths 
were recorded by the Government as part of its ongoing badger cull campaign.  This 
brings the total to over 140,000 since 2013, with a further 60,000 plus expected in the next 
two years. 
 

The Trust’s Acting CEO, Dawn Varley, said:   “The reality of the badger cull is in that stark 
number – 38,642 badgers killed – an increase of over 10% on 2019’s figures, and 140,991 
deaths overall since this policy was adopted in 2013.  And the total will continue to rise, 
likely going beyond 200,000 by the end of 2022, with a further two years already locked 
into current expansion plans and four-year licences still to run.  The culling policy is 
inhumane and unnecessary at best, and at worst it’s a smokescreen and ineffective 
strategy to appease farmers.  We fundamentally challenge the need to kill badgers, when 
the science consistently fails to pinpoint them as the major cause of transmission of this 
terrible disease in cattle.  Instead of the new consultation, the Government would do well 
to put time and effort into bringing a cattle vaccine to market, hopefully once and for all 
dealing with this terrible problem for animals and farmers alike.” 
 

The announcement of the 2020 figures came shortly after the announcement of a new 
consultation into the Government’s policy to eradicate bTB - picked up as a ‘good news’ 
story.  The kill figures were then released to little fanfare -  
 

Cull Year Free shooting Trapping &  shooting Total Free shooting % 

2013 1049 830 1879 55.8 

2014 313 302 615 50.9 

2015 743 724 1467 50.6 

2016 5666 5219 10885 52.1 

2017 11834 7701 19535 60.6 

2018 20905 12029 32934 63.5 

2019 24645 10389 35034 70.3 

2020 29884 8758 38642 77.3 

TOTAL 95039 45952 140991 67.4 
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GOVERNMENT STATEMENT ON CONSULTATION ON bTB POLICY 27/1/2021 

Statement made by George Eustace MP, Secretary of State for DEFRA: 
 

“I am updating the House on publication of a consultation on delivery of the next phase 
of our 25-year strategy to eradicate bovine TB (bTB) in England by 2038. 
 

BTB is one of the most difficult and intractable animal health challenges that England 
faces today. In the last year, we compulsorily slaughtered over 27,000 cattle in England 
to tackle the disease. This causes devastation and distress for hard-working farmers and 
rural communities and is damaging our reputation as world leaders in high standards of 
animal health and welfare. 
 

The bTB eradication strategy we published in 2014 is making progress. We are now 
seeing sustained improvements in the high risk area. We need to build on this 
momentum to achieve bTB free status for England by 2038. 
 

In 2018, my predecessor commissioned Professor Sir Charles Godfray to conduct an 
independent review of our strategy (‘the Godfray Review’). In March 2020, we published 
a response setting out key priorities for the next phase. Today, I am launching a public 
consultation and a call for views on a range of proposals and longer-term options in 
keeping with that response, to take us into this next phase. 
 

I am also pleased to report that work on developing a deployable cattle bTB vaccine 
continues and is on track to be completed within the next five years. Our goal is to 
deliver on the significant investment we have made to date in developing a candidate 
diagnostic test to detect infected animals among vaccinated animals to enable use of the 
vaccine. Although a cattle bTB vaccine will not be the single solution to the problem of 
bTB, it will be a strong additional tool at our disposal. The Animal and Plant Health 
Agency (APHA) has awarded a contract to Eville & Jones, to run veterinary field trials 
aimed at generating the necessary evidence to enable UK marketing authorisations. The 
trials are scheduled to get underway in the coming months. 
 

Badger culling is one of the most contentious and divisive policies within our bTB 
eradication strategy. Our current policy enables four-year intensive cull licences in 
defined areas with scope for a further five years of supplementary culling. The 
consultation sets out proposals for Natural England (NE) to stop issuing the current 
intensive cull licences for new areas post 2022 and enable new licences issued to be cut 
short if the Chief Veterinary Officer considers this acceptable. Furthermore, I am 
proposing to restrict any new supplementary cull licences to two years and cease re-
issuing such licences in any areas in which supplementary culling has previously been 
licensed. 
 

As proposed in the Government’s response to the Godfray Review, APHA recently 
released a new analysis showing the estimated distribution of TB infection in badgers in 
England’s bTB Edge Area. This will be of assistance to NE in assessing applications for 
badger culling and vaccination licences in the future. 
 

The farming community has invested heavily in badger culling, which the evidence 
shows has played a critical role in helping to start turn the tide on this terrible disease. 
But we were clear that culling badgers indefinitely is not acceptable. My proposed 
approach will enable us to complete the objective we set out to achieve when we started 
the culls. It will also support our stated intention of phasing out culling over the next few 
years.”  
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“I envisage that in future, some form of culling would be an option in exceptional 
circumstances to address any local disease flare-ups. This transitional period will also 
give us time to undertake badger vaccination pilots and develop our future badger 
vaccination policy. The end of widespread culling is also anticipated to coincide with 
changes in cattle measures, including our timeline for a deployable cattle bTB vaccine. 
Taken together, it is anticipated that these cattle and badger measures should preserve 
the benefits from intensive culling. 
 

I am also proposing some targeted changes to our cattle bTB testing policy, to ensure 
we root out the disease more effectively in herds with recurring problems, and further 
help protect lower bTB risk areas. 
 

In parallel to the consultation, I am also seeking views to explore other options for further 
accelerating eradication of disease. These include possible further changes and 
improvements to bTB testing, supporting responsible cattle movements and rewarding 
low risk cattle purchasing behaviour. Our call for views also discusses ways we can 
continue to adapt how we reward farmers for ’best practice‘, in line with our wider 
agricultural transition plan. 
 

There is no single solution to the scourge of bTB but by deploying a range of policy 
interventions, we can continue to turn the tide on this terrible disease and achieve our 
long-term objective of eradicating it in England by 2038.” 
 

 
BADGER TRUST UNCONVINCED BY GOVERNMENT’S bTB STATEMENT – 11/2/2021 

A review of Government statement and consultation approach fails 
to indicate any significant change to the expected further slaughter 
of over 100,000 badgers in coming years. 
 
Whilst Badger Trust would welcome any sign that the badger cull is 
coming to an end, it remains unconvinced that the Government’s recent 
statement, or the details held in the new consultation, indicate anything 
other than its continued commitment to the mass killing of badgers. 
 

Despite the Government saying that no new licences will be issued after 2022, this does 
not mean that badger culling stops at that point.  Badgers will continue to be killed for a 
significant number of years after that date.  Whilst it's not possible to know what licences 
will or won't be issued in 2021 and 2022, or how these – and the licences already in 
progress – will be extended by supplementary licences, we can take an educated guess 
based on what has happened to date.   
 

Dawn Varley, the Trust’s Acting CEO, said:   “The Government has claimed ‘not to want to 
continue killing badgers indefinitely’ since the culls started in 2013, whilst year-on-year 
increasing the number of badgers killed and expanding the areas where culling takes 
place. 
 
The Badger Trust cannot see in this latest set of proposals that there is any 
meaningful intention for a reduction in the number of badgers killed over the next 
four years, with a distinct possibility of 20 new intensive cull licences being issued 
over the next two years, and the further possibility of 11 new supplementary 
licences this year.  There are already expressions of interest for thirteen new cull 
zones in 2021 alone.”  
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“Whilst it is impossible to know with certainty how licencing will unfold in the next two 
years, we estimate that the number of badgers still to be killed could be between 100,000 - 
140,000.  This means that the Government is only around half way through killing badgers 
at this point.” 
 

Badger Trust believes that culling is likely to continue until 2027, but it could continue to 
2030 if the currently permitted five years of supplementary culling post intensive cull (four 
years) continue as part of the 2021 and 2022 licences.  
 

The recently announced 2020 figures added 38,642 badgers killed, taking the total since 
2013 to 140,991.  Add the badgers still to be killed, and this could lead to an overall total of 
280,000.  A recent survey on badger numbers in England and Wales put the estimated 
population at 485,000 (95% confidence intervals 391,000 - 581,000).  The impact of the 
badger cull on badger populations is not known in either the short, medium or long term.  
 

Dawn concluded:  “Badger Trust will, as ever, continue to fight to protect and preserve this 
most iconic, protected wildlife species.  We are working on our full consultation response 
and encourage other relevant interested parties to fully engage with the process.  We truly 
hope this is the last consultation on a bTB eradication policy that falsely puts badgers in 
the spotlight.” 
 

(You can read the Badger Trust’s comprehensive review of the Government’s bTB 
statement, made on 27 January 2021, at https://www.brockbase.com/).  They will be 
releasing specific advice to Groups and their members to help with their responses to 
the Consultation in the next few days - so keep watching your Inboxes!.)   
 

 
 

WHY WE BELIEVE CULLING BADGERS IS WRONG - Binfield Badger Group 

Our Group’s Website has a great deal of information on the background 
and implications of the cruel Cull –   
https://www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk/bovine-tb-and-the-badger-cull  
 

These are extracts from our Website, outlining why the Group believe – 
 

▪ Badger Culling is Unnecessary:  
 

Bovine TB is primarily a cattle disease, spread mainly from cattle to cattle, exacerbated 

by modern intensive farming methods, huge numbers of cattle movements and 

infected cattle remaining in the herd as a result of the inaccuracies of the bTB test.  
 

There is an alternative; purely cattle-based measures can work.  Following a trial run in a 

collaboration between Brian May's Save Me Trust and leading vet, Dick Sibley,  

Gatcombe farm in Devon has achieved ‘Officially TB Free’ status through a range of 

measures and expert veterinary advice, but without killing any badgers.  Measures 

include more accurate testing, keeping the food, water and environment clean to 

avoid the cattle eating bTB bacteria, special pens for calving, automatic scrapers to 

clean the floors and slurry being ploughed into arable land instead of grazing fields.  

This is a really exciting development. 
 

The risk from badgers is tiny with practically no direct contact between badgers and 

cattle and minimal risk from badger latrines.  The small risk of infectious badgers 

infecting their local cattle can be mitigated by means of vaccinating badgers in the 

vicinity of herds.     

https://www.brockbase.com/
https://www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk/bovine-tb-and-the-badger-cull
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▪ Badger culling is ineffective: 
 

Even after 6 years of culling, the Government has produced no credible evidence that 

the culls are reducing bTB in cattle. 
 

In October 2019, a study (Downs et al) appeared to indicate culling had reduced bTB 

in Gloucestershire by 66%.  But this was based on figures to 2017 only;  2018 figures 

obtained by a Freedom of Information request show that bTB rates actually increased 

in Gloucestershire by 130% in 2018 over 2017.  Even Farmers Weekly picked up on this, 

commenting ‘The FOI data demonstrates that by the end of 2018, in the 

Gloucestershire zone, the levels of bovine TB in the cattle population were higher than 

when culling started in 2013 – and virtually the same across the rest of the county 

where culling had not taken place.’  This is despite the fact that there are dramatically 

fewer badgers left in Gloucestershire to infect the cattle!............   
 

▪ Badger culling is inhumane: 
 

The Government’s own Independent Expert Panel and the British Veterinary Association 

condemned freeshooting as “inhumane”: monitoring in the early culls found that up to 

22% of badgers took more than 5 minutes to die a painful death.  There continue to be 

many reports of badgers found dead with bullet wounds, having fled in an attempt to 

get back to their setts. ………… 
 

▪ Badger culling is damaging to the environment: 
 

Taking an apex predator out of the ecosystem can adversely impact other species.   

Natural England accepts that badger culling may lead to an increase in foxes and a 

consequent possible decrease in prey species.  Their advice to mitigate this risk includes 

culling foxes.  Given uncertainty over badger population figures, it is feared some areas 

may face local extinction. ………….. 
 

▪ Badger culling is unscientific: 
 

The 8 year government-funded Randomised Badger Culling Trial concluded that 

“badger culling can make no meaningful contribution to cattle TB control in Britain”. 

This same trial concluded that only 5.7% of bTB outbreaks in cattle could be attributed 

directly to badgers.  So, kill every badger in the country and you would still have bTB in 

cattle.  ……..Of the 67,000 badgers culled up until 2018, only 900 have been tested for 

bTB and only around 15% of those were found to carry bTB (with even fewer being 

infectious).  So around 57,000 healthy badgers were killed for no reason. 
 

▪ Badger culling is a highly expensive waste of money: 
 

It is estimated that badger culling since 2013 has cost the taxpayer between £50 and 

£70 million.…….Defra has awarded BBOWT tens of thousands of pounds to vaccinate 

badgers.  These same badgers could be culled if they stray off protected land. 
 

▪ Badger culling is unfair to farmers: 
 

It offers false hope and distracts from resolving the real cause of bTB.  
 

▪ Badger culling has public safety concerns: 
 

Free shooting is conducted at night with high-powered rifles without informing local 

people.  While there have been no documented cases of injury to the public, several 

unsafe encounters between anti-cull protestors and marksmen have been reported to 

the police.  
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IN MEMORY OF RICHARD BONFIELD – ‘BORN FREE’ POET 

Richard Bonfield,‘Born Free’s’ Poet-in-Residence from 2009 until 2017, has sadly died on 
14th January 2021. 
 
Virginia McKenna, Born Free's Co-Founder & Trustee gave this tribute: 
 
“He had a unique and wonderful way with words – creating images and stirring emotions 
with extraordinary sensitivity and imagination.  Richard wrote many special poems for us. 
We have a never-ending gratitude to him for sharing his innermost thoughts and feelings.” 
 

This is an extract from his moving poem ‘The Badger’, written for Born Free and Brian 

May’s SaveMe during the 2013 cull in the West Country (sadly still relevant, 8 years on) :- 
 

‘If we could eavesdrop on his world and watch the badger’s life unfurl, 

We’d find that ‘family’ is the thing and ‘burrowing and tunnelling’, 

Spaghetti loops at every meal and peanuts which they love to steal. 

That ‘play’ is central to a life, whose backdrop is the starry night, 

That ‘love’ is acting centre stage, oblivious of mankind’s rage 

Which would deny the badger’s life and make of him a greenwood Christ 

By hanging him upon a tree for all his trumped-up perfidy. 

Be thankful, then, that he has friends who work to make this torture end 

And let the badger’s family be, beneath the spreading chestnut tree.’ 
 

 
 
(You can listen to the poem read in full by Virginia McKenna on: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2tMB9Ch7OY) 
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‘BAN THE SHOOTING OF BADGERS’ PETITION SUCCESS -  7.2.2021 

At the beginning of February,  
Wild Justice was able to report that 
their petition to end the shooting of 
Badgers had passed 100,000 
signatures.  
 

This means that it will, eventually, be 
debated in Westminster Hall by 
backbench MPs and a government 
minister will have to respond.   

 

Wild Justice, was launched in February 2019 by environmental campaigner Mark Avery, 
conservationist Ruth Tingay and naturalist Chris Packham, to fight for wildlife using the 
legal system and to seek changes to existing laws.  They say: 
 
“Petitions of this type rarely, of themselves, change government policy but they keep up 
the pressure for change.  We would like to increase that pressure and will continue to 
promote the petition to gain more signatures right up until midnight on 24 March 
when it closes. 
 
Support for the petition has come from right across the UK but has been particularly strong 
in those areas where Badger Culling is taking place such as the southwest counties of 
Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset and Gloucestershire, and also in Derbyshire where 
plans for Badger vaccination were well-advanced, but have been disrupted by government 
pushing ahead with culling. 
 
Why we care so much: 
1. We care about Badgers and over 20,000 were shot in 2020, and in 2019 and DEFRA 
plans allow for tens of thousands more to be killed in the future.  This is a massive 
government-sanctioned assault on a protected species. 
 

2. We care about farmers and cattle too, and we see the Badger cull as a distraction from 
the main means of controlling bovine TB in cattle: better testing, movement restrictions 
and vaccination as recommeded by a recent report by Sir Charles Godfray FRS.    
 

3 Shooting Badgers is cruel - this government has never stuck to the recommendations of 
an expert group in 2014 that 95% of shot Badgers should die within 5 minutes of being 
shot - the usual figure is always around double that level and some Badgers take more 
than 10 minutes to die.  We believe that monitoring is inadequate. 
 
How you can help: 
1. If you haven't signed this petition yet then please consider signing now, here is the link -  
 https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/333693.  Ask your friends and colleagues to sign 
too please.  
 

2. If you use social media such as Twitter, Facebook etc then spread the word there 
please.  By the way, our Twitter handle is @wildjustice_org  
 

3. Please note that the petition can be signed by anyone resident in the UK (not just in 
England, even though this is an English cull) and also by UK citizens resident abroad. 
 
Thank you for your support!”  

https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/333693
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KIDS’ PAGE 

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR BADGER CUBS OF ALL AGES! 
 

 
 

We are proud to announce that our very own Professor Brock has gone ‘viral’! 
 

Thanks to our clever Committee members, Karen and Andy, you can now not only 
find the Professor’s resources to help with your learning at home and school on 
our website:  https://www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk/fun-stuff.......….but we are 
thrilled to tell you that he now also features on the Badger Trust’s own badger 
education hub, helping you to have fun while exploring everything about badgers, 
their habitats and the issues they face.   Just go to:  
https://www.badgertrust.org.uk/education            ......... HAVE FUN !! 
 

BADGERS GO RED FOR COMIC RELIEF!! 
 

We were so pleased to learn that this year, Comic Relief will launch their first 
ever 100% plastic-free, plant-based Red Nose!  ……and all because they received 
letters and emails from hundreds of school children from across the country, 
asking them to create a plastic-free Nose to help reduce single-use plastic waste 
and protect the environment.  
 

The new Red Nose will be made from bagasse, a natural by-product of sugarcane, 
chosen for its widely celebrated sustainable qualities. 
 

In keeping with the environmentally friendly theme, the Noses 
will be available in 10 different characters from The Great 
Outdoors, including a squirrel, fox, badger and more - the 
most fantastically fun group of woodland creatures ever! 
 

We hope you’ll be lucky and choose the Badger nose, of 
course, and wear it with pride on Red Nose Day (March 19th) ! – by doing so, you’ll 
be helping Comic Relief to support people living incredibly tough lives, in the UK 
and around the world.  

https://www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk/fun-stuff
https://www.badgertrust.org.uk/education
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….and now for a little ‘BROCKDOWN MADNESS’ ! 

A Twist in the Tail?    
 

 

Zoe’s surprising observations of her Best Friend !:- 
 

To this day, I can remember my angst when I went for a 
job interview at the Badger Trust.  My dilemma?  When it 
came to that inevitable “Tell me about yourself” question, 
do I or don’t I admit I am a dachshund parent?  
 

The reason for this being, dachshunds were originally bred 
to hunt badgers!  In fact, the word dachshund translates as 
'badger dog' 

Originating in Germany around the 17th century, their ‘long in body, short in legs’ 
physique, acute sense of smell and fierce determination are tailor-made for subterranean 
hunting. 
 

Whilst I can testify to their fearlessness, fortunately for badgers the modern dachshund 
now spends more time hunting sunny spots and burrowing under blankets!  However with 
so many of us turning to nature and our pets as an antidote during these tough times, I did 
make a surprising discovery during lockdown -  my dachshund, far from being a badger 
hunter, was in fact exhibiting classic badger field signs!!  :- 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So, whilst I’m at risk of being sent to the Tower for saying it, I have to disagree with HRH 
Queen Victoria, a fellow dachshund devotee and her famous quote that “Nothing will turn a 
man’s home into a castle more quickly and effectively than a Dachshund.”  
 

Based on my recent observations, my dachshund is quickly and effectively turning my 
home into a badger’s sett!   
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….meanwhile, in deepest West Berkshire, Jill reports on “Badgers on Film!”  
 

  
 

Here in Winterbourne, I am lucky to have access to over 100 acres of woodland and fields which 
are home to a large population of badgers.  The land is owned by a wonderful lady who is a wildlife 
enthusiast and lets me wander at will over her land checking on the health and welfare of our stripy 
friends.  
 

The terrain is surprisingly mixed and I’m fairly sure we have 2 badger clans occupying the area.  
There is a large but shallow chalk pit in the middle of a field that is currently grazed by sheep – the 
badgers have managed to make quite a mess of her fencing and helped themselves to the hay 
piles for their bedding!  To the north is an area of woodland with a large and very active sett 
bordered by a track and you can see the well-worn runs they have created into the sheep field for 
access to the sheep’s water trough.  In addition, there is another large woodland area on the 
opposite side of the track where a very large and active sett is located, it is well hidden in the 
middle of the woodland surrounded by ferns and bluebells and especially pretty in the spring and 
summer months.   
 

In the middle of January, myself and a fellow member of BBG put out a number of cameras on two 
of the setts to see what we could capture.  There is little more exciting than the thrill of collecting 
hours’ worth of filming from your camera traps – it was like Christmas all over again! (If you have 
ever set a camera trap you will know what I mean!)  
 

We were not disappointed – the badgers and their “animal extras” put on a fabulous show for us.  
The film footage captured territorial fighting, youngsters playing, holes being dug and bedding 
being refreshed, latrines being used, scent marking, lazy daytime sleeping and most exciting of all 
– one very fat badger who is obviously pregnant – so we are keeping our fingers crossed for 
footage of cubs in a few months’ time.  Our brock buddies were joined on film by rabbits, mice, a 
deer and a very handsome fox.  Over a weeks’ worth of footage was put onto a film reel by a 
talented member of BBG and very cleverly set to music with an Oscar’s theme!  We were also 
lucky to have access to another kind BBG member, who loaded the film onto a DVD for the owner 
of the woodland and her grandchildren – she was totally delighted! 
 

Here are a couple of stills of the film and the stars of our show! Enjoy. 
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BADGER NESTS ……..(no,  that’s not a misprint!) - Andy 

As our thoughts turn towards Spring and the birds’ nesting season, it’s interesting to reflect 
on the badgers’ own nesting habits. 

First recorded in 1914, it’s long 
been known that badgers can 
create cups of bedding material 
above ground, sometimes large 
structures almost resembling a 
swan’s nest, sometimes little 
bigger than a badger itself and 
composed of material dragged 
from the immediate surroundings.  
For many years, it was thought that 
these structures were rather rare 
and tended to occur in places 
where traditional dug setts are less 
common.  Furthermore, it was 
thought that these were mainly 
used during the daytime, thus 
giving them the common name, 
‘day nests’. 
 

Past observations showed these 
nests predominantly used for 
breeding purposes, as sleeping 
places during Summer, as refuges 
from dominant animals 
underground and as temporary 
rest spots near food resources.  

 

Recent research, reported at the Scottish badgers AGM in October 2020, has added to 
this understanding.  It would seem infact that these ‘day nests’ are used mainly during the 
hours when badgers are normally active; around dusk and at night.  Also, nests are not 
only used in Summer, they’re also maintained during the Winter months.  And they’re 
rather more common than was previously thought.  (It would seem that we simply don’t 
see them when we’re out sett surveying because they share some characteristics with 
spaces flattened by deers. Indeed, researchers observed them also being used by deer 
when badgers weren’t present.)  It would also seem that nest purpose is affected by 
distance from the main sett, with closer nests more often used for mating, grooming and 
general socialising. 
 

Some further theories have now been offered for 
why these nests are made.  There seems to be a 
correlation between the difficulty of digging in an 
area and their occurrence.  It may also be that the 
proximity of a main sett to a flood plain is 
significant, with more nests found where flooding 
is more likely.  It may also be that a period above 
ground helps to reduce the parasite load found in 
underground chambers.  Clearly further research 
is needed to shed more light on this fascinating 
aspect of badgers’ lives.  
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Do you shop on Amazon?    -   Karen 

If so, then you can support us, at no cost to yourself, 
through your day to day shopping!  All you have to do is 
shop on AmazonSmile (www.smile.amazon.co.uk 
instead of www.amazon.co.uk) and select Binfield 
Badger Group as your chosen charity.  Then BBG will 
receive 0.5% of the value of any purchases you make! 
 
Every item available for purchase on 
www.amazon.co.uk is also available on AmazonSmile 
at the same price.  Amazon have so far donated over 
£2 million to charities through 
their Smile Foundation.  

 
To start supporting us on Amazon, you can either type in 
www.smile.amazon.co.uk and select Binfield Badger Group, or use 
the link below or this QR code:  
 
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1075886-0 
 
 

Help badgers whilst you shop!  With thanks from Berkshire’s badgers. 
 

 

AND FINALLY……Badgers with odd-shaped balls! - Andy 

Like most people and organisations, we’ve been doing our utmost to reduce the chance of 
spreading Covid19.  As many of you will know, we’ve suspended sett-surveying sessions, 
held our monthly committee meetings via Zoom and cancelled our normal range of other 
activities.  We’ve therefore been unable to keep up with the badgers’ activities at our local 
Binfield sett in the way we normally would.   

 
However, on one required visit to check 
trees after particularly bad weather, we did 
discover that the badgers have taken up 
rugby whilst we’ve been away!   
Indeed, such is their enthusiasm for the 
game that you can see they’ve even taken 
a ball home with them!  
 
Also, apologies if the rugby ball is yours.  If 
it’s any consolation, they’ve also taken one 
of the Group’s trailcams underground –  
we’re rather hoping they’re making home 
movies and will return it later with some 
fascinating insights into life in the sett!. 
 

 

(For those wondering, the skull in the foreground is that of a fox.) 
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COMMITTEE Telephone - 0844 804 1146 

 
Chairpersons: John Fennell and Jill Hoblin 

Secretary:  Judith Darnell, Woodley 

Treasurer:  Karen McCoy, Sonning 

Membership Secretary:   

Judith Darnell, Woodley 
Binfield Badger Group 
PO Box 3805, Bracknell 
RG42 1HH 

Group email: Mike Coon, Maidenhead 

Talks:   John Fennell, Binfield 

Copse maintenance:  Cathy Holwill, Reading 
   

Newsletter:  Judith Darnell, Woodley 

Vaccination:  Jill Hoblin, Newbury 

Sett/RTA Records: Karen McCoy, Sonning 

Surveys:  Committee members 

Rescues:  Carol and Trevor Samuel, Maidenhead  

Planning:  Andy McCoy, Sonning 

Website:  Karen McCoy and Cathy Holwill 
 

Your MP:      www.writetothem.com/ 
 

 Badger Trust, P.O. Box 708, East Grinstead, RH19 2WN.    
 Phone      - 08458 287878  or 08458 BTRUST 
 Web         - www.badger.org.uk 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PLEASE PASS THIS NEWSLETTER ON TO A FRIEND WHO MAY LIKE TO KNOW 
ABOUT THE GROUP - HELP THE BADGERS BY INTRODUCING A NEW MEMBER – 
YOU CAN NOW JOIN ONLINE. 
 

A FULL COLOUR VERSION OF THIS NEWSLETTER CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE 

Postal Address: 
Binfield Badger Group 
PO Box 3805,  
Bracknell,  
Berkshire 
RG42 1HH 

E-Mail: 
badgers@binfieldbadgers.org.uk 
Facebook: 
fb.me/binfieldbadgers  
Website: 
www.binfieldbadgers.org.uk 
 

EMERGENCY NUMBERS:  (cut out and keep) 

RSPCA 24 hour emergency call out number 0300 1234 999 

Police emergency only (use 101 for non-urgent) 999 

Thames Valley Police Wildlife Liaison  08458 505505 

Harper Asprey Wildlife Rescue, Camberley 01344 623106 

Leatherhead Wildlife Aid, Surrey 09061 800132 

Aylesbury Wildlife Hospital Trust, Haddenham, Bucks 01844 292292 


